Calculation of Certain Multiple Generating Functions
George H. Weiss (Se ptember 19, 1963) This paper contains a discussion of th e e valu ati on of generat ing fun c tion s of the form F ({x}) = 2: ... 2: Min" . . . n,·)x,"'X2"2 . . . Xk",· where Min" . . . nk) is th e jth largest of th e int ege rs III nk (n" . .. nk) . An alte rnate technique to one proposed by Carlil z is used in th e calcu lati on.
In a rece nt paper Carlitz has co ns idered the problem of evaluating the generatin g functions 00 00
wh e re Mj(n" n2, . . . nd is the jth greates t of the se t of integers {nj}, [1] .' His method was essen· tially a co mbinatorial one. It is our purpose in the present note to reconsid er this proble m by evalu a tin g, in s tead of Fj , th e ge nera tin g fun ction Expressions for related ge nerating functions can also be obtained in this manner. The prin cipal tool in th e following analysis is the identity e-SM t ( lIt , · · .lIk )=s J " e-S1dt =s f " e -SLH(tn ,)
.11 '
We c an immediately derive the expression for Gt({x}; s) from eq (4) by multiplying the general term of this equation by Xt"! .. . Xk nk and s umming. An interchange of the orders of sum mation and integration is easily justified for Ix!l, IX21, ... Ix .. 1 < 1 and so we have only to evaluate the sum 00 It 1
With this result we find (7) In order to evaluate this expression we need the following Laplace transform
where a is a constant. Equations (7) and (8) together yield:
Now let us consider the evaluation of the other Gj . We require, for these generating functions, identities similar to that of eq (4). The preceding analysis suggests that we try the sum of integrals for the evalu ation of G2• By repeatedly using eq (4) we find
Assume now that the maximum of the {nj} is nt. Then since nl appears in each of the terms in all of the brackets except the first, these brackets must b e equal to zero. Furthermore we must have (12) Hence we find 
By these techniques we may de rive Carlitz's res ult (18) where (19) where JfiXI , X2, .. . xs) is the symm e tri c function de te rmin ed by fix!, X2, ... xs).
Similar techniques can also be used for the calc ulation of generating functions lik e
Whe n A is an integer Hj can be expressed as a derivative of Gj • Howe ver, one can calcul ate Hj for any A by the same technique as we have used for A= 1. Defin e a function GP)({x} ; s) analogous to that in eq (4) except that Mj(nt, . . . nk) is replaced by Mj(n~, . . . n~) . T he n eq (4) remains valid except that each nj is to be replace d by n} and the s ucceeding ste ps lead, in the case j = 1, to the expression The method suggested in this note can be generalized to deal with any functional of the form Micp(nl), cp(n2), ... cp(nk» providing that cp(n) is a monotone increasing fun ction which tends to infinity with n. It can also be used to calculate Laplace transform s rather than generating functions .
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